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CHAPTER I 

E^TRODUCTION 

Inventory and Supply Chain Management 

Inventory is a key factor which allows a busuiess to produce or purchase items in 

optimal quantity (Tersuie, 1994). Optimal quantity minimizes the total uiventory cost, 

including purchase cost, holding cost and order cost. There are many uiventory 

management policies that are used in order to obtain the items in optimal quantity. 

However, one of the most used policies is the economic-order-quantity (EOQ) model. 

The EOQ model is the simplest and widely used policy ui purchasing or procuring a 

suigle product. It is used to calculate the optimal quantity of the product for either a 

buyer to order or a vendor to produce. 

Under deterministic conditions, the EOQ model assumes that demand rate is 

constant and independent of lead-tune, and appropriate inventory costs are known or can 

be calculated. Also, all variables are treated as continuous rather than discrete. In 

addition, the EOQ model can answer the two most unportant questions posed to any 

uiventory system regarduig the frequency of ordering and the quantity for each order. A 

reorder potiit is the answer to the frequency of ordering question in the EOQ model, and 

the optunal quantity addresses the quantity of each order. As previously described, the 

optunal quantity, which is called the economic-order-quantity (EOQ) tii the EOQ model, 

is the quantity which ntinimizes total cost when a buyer places an order or a vendor 

produces a product. Also, the reorder pouit is the pouit at which we place an order when 



the stock on hand can only cover the demand during the lead-time period. Lead-time is 

the time necessary to delivery the item to the buyer. 

Ahhough the EOQ model is simple and is widely used ui busuiess, it is not 

perfect. One major problem is that the model can oitiy be used by one party only, which 

means it is used to calculate the optimal order quantity for either the buyer or vendor 

where there are only one buyer and one vendor. Banerjee (1986) stated that a major 

problem of the EOQ policy is that the EOQ model analyzes costs based on one side only 

and it fails to consider overaU costs from both the buyer's and vendor's perspectives. As 

a result, the model determines the optimal quantity for either the buyer or vendor, based 

on the cost that it analyzes. Therefore, the optimal quantity or EOQ for the buyer may 

not result ui a minimum cost production poticy for the vendor and vice versa. 

In traditional buying situations, when the buyer wants to buy a product from the 

vendor, he/she wants to buy based on his/her EOQ while the vendor wants to sell the 

product according to his/her EOQ. If the buyer's EOQ is different from the vendor's 

EOQ, it seems that the buyer's EOQ may not resuh ui an optimal production quantity for 

the vendor; on the other hand, the vendor's EOQ may not resuh tii an optunal resuh for 

the buyer. Certainly, negotiations can be undertaken between the vendor and the buyer. 

Consequently, one party may be able to obtaui near his/her EOQ, depending on the 

balance of power tii negotiation, while the other party wtil be responsible for the extra 

inventory cost. In other words, if the order quantity from the negotiation is near the 

buyer's/vendor's EOQ, the vendor/buyer wtil uicur extra cost; on the other hand, if the 

order quantity from the negotiation is not near the buyer's and vendor's EOQ, both 

parties will be responsible for the extra cost. This extra inventory cost is the cost 



uicurred due to the deviation of the actual order quantity from the optimal order quantity 

either from buyer's and/or vendor's point of view. 

Although there are many models offering solutions to minimize the extra 

inventory cost, the problem of the buyer's and vendor's order quantity is still one aspect 

of supply chain management problems. 

Thomas and Giffin (1996) classified the supply chain uito three aspects: the 

Buyer-Vendor aspect, the Production-Distribution aspect and the Inventory-Distribution 

aspect. 

Figure 1. The general structure of a supply chaui system (Thomas & Griffin, 1996). 

Figure 1 depicts the structure of a supply chain system, where raw materials have 

been supplied to manufacturers, then transferred for assembly at assembler nodes. The 

finished products are then sent to warehouses and distributed to customers. 



Thomas and Griffm (1996) defined the Supply Chatii Management (SCM) as "ihe 

management of material and uiformation flows both ui and between factiities, such as 

vendors, manufacturuig and assembly plants an distribution center (DC)" (p. 1). Supply 

chaui management has traditionally tiivolved the procurement of material, transformation 

of material uito the finished goods, and distribution of these finished goods to customers. 

Its objective is to increase the efficiency of the entire supply chain. 

In this thesis, we study the buyer-vendor problems of supply chain management. 

In particular, we focus on the joint order quantity model, which can reduce the total cost 

of both the buyer and the vendor. The Joint order quantity is an order quantity that is 

optimal between the buyer and the vendor. Banerjee's Joint Economic Lot Size (JELS) 

model is one of the models we will focus on and then propose an extension. The 

extension that we add to the model is the pipeluie inventory cost. In the JELS model, the 

holding cost, which occurs while a product is beuig transported, is not explicitly 

considered. Therefore, this causes the model to be unrealistic. The pipeline uiventory 

cost is the holduig cost incurred duruig the delivery period. We add this pipeluie 

inventory cost to the model and caU it the Joint economic lot size with the pipeline 

inventory cost. In this model, we classify the pipeline inventory uito two cases: the buyer 

is responsible for the pipeluie cost or the vendor is responsible for the pipeluie cost. 

However, before we can make an extension to the model, we first analyze the 

classic EOQ model. We find that the EOQ model underestimates the holduig cost by 

usuig the unit purchase price to calculate the total cost in the model. It should use an 

actual unit purchase price. The actual unit purchase price is the price that the buyer has 

actually spent to buy one unit of items. For example, in a buytiig-selluig situation, the 



buyer uses the unit purchase price to calculate holding cost and total cost, then obtauis an 

optimal order quantity. It is not accurate to use the unit purchase price because the cost 

per unit is not only the unit purchase price, but also the unit purchase price plus order cost 

per unit and plus the holduig cost per unit itself So the cost per unit after consideruig the 

other costs (order and holduig itself) is called the actual unit purchase price. Agaui, the 

actual urtit purchase price is the price that the buyer really pays for one unit of the items. 

We will discuss this ui more detatis ui the analysis of the EOQ. After we know the actual 

unit cost, we can use this actual unit cost in our joint economic lot size with the pipeluie 

inventory cost model. 

Literature Review 

Goyal (1976) uitroduced an integrated uiventory policy for a single supplier-

single customer. He made some assumptions ui his models, which are; the demand is 

uniform with respect to time, stock outs are not permitted, the effect of production rate on 

calculating average inventory is ignored, there is no lead tune for the supplier and the 

customer, and the minimization of the variable cost is the criterion of optimality. Also, 

he showed that his uitegrated policy resuhs ui minimum joint variable costs of the 

supplier and the customer. The joint variable costs are the variable costs of holduig and 

setup or ordering from both the supplier and the customer. 

Banerjee (1986) introduced the joint economic lot size (JELS) model for the 

vendor and the buyer by combuiuig the EOQ model of the buyer and vendor. In his 

model, he made some assumptions which are: there is one buyer and one vendor, the 

production rate is greater than or equal to the demand rate, and no sub-lot is allowed in 



the model. He also showed that his JELS model has mutimum cost which considers 

both the buyer and the vendor. We will discuss this paper ui more detati ui Chapter 111. 

Goyal (1988) extended Banerjee's JELS model by relaxuig the lot-for-lot 

assumption. He made some comments on the assumption of lot-for-lot policy that is 

limited ui nature. He pointed out that a supplier can possibly produce a lot that can 

supply an uiteger number of orders from a buyer. So, if the buyer order quantity is Q, the 

vendor can produce nQ, where n is an integer number to supply the order quantity Q. 

Chatterjee and Ravi (1991) expanded Goyal's sub-batch policy, which was 

extended from Banerjee's JELS. They assumed that a vendor produces Q units and 

provides a buyer sub-batches of sizes qi, qi,..., qn. They also assumed that the tune of 

using the sub-batch qn is equal to the time of producing the sub-batch qn so the 

qn-i / Z) = qn IP. This assumption is made to ensure that there is no break in production 

run of ^ units. They also showed that their sub-batch policy can reduce the cost of 

holding even though it will incur more cost of transportation. The reduction of holduig 

cost is greater than the increase of transportation cost. 

Thomas and Griffin (1996) reviewed the literature uivolving coorduiated planning 

between two or more stages of the supply chain. They grouped them into three 

categories, which are buyer-vendor coorduiation, production-distribution coordination, 

and uiventory-distribution coordination. They also classified the stage of the supply 

chain into three stages, (procurement, production, and distribution) and explained the idea 

of supply chatii management (SCM). They reviewed literature published from the years 

1960-1994. 



Lam and Wong (1996) apptied fuzzy mathematical programming ui order to solve 

the jotiit econontic lot size problem. They pouited out that when the buyer increases 

his /her econontic order quantity, the joint cost for the vendor and the buyer can be 

muiimized. In order to make the buyer uicrease his/her order quantity, it is necessary to 

offer a quantity discount to the buyer. They used fuzzy mathematical programming to 

determine the number of price breaks and discount order quantities at each price break. 

They also pointed out that fuzzy mathematical programming can solve the problem from 

the perspective of the vendor and the buyer simuhaneously. 

Agrawal and Raju (1996) showed that the cost would be reduced when using 

multiple sub-batches instead of one. However, the multi sub-batch system can cause 

planning and control problems because of the variation in the size of sub-batches. So 

they provided the model in sub-batches of uniform size. They also pointed out that the 

advantage of sub-batches is diminished if the cost of transportation is high. 

Outline 

In Chapter n, analysis of the classical EOQ model, we wtil discuss the classical 

EOQ model and note problems from usuig a unit purchase price ui holding cost from 

total annual cost function. We wUl uitroduce an actual urtit purchase price, which will 

make the total annual cost function be more accurate. We wtil also provide a numerical 

example and run a sensitivity analysis to compare the optimal quantity between the 

classic EOQ model with our EOQ model, which uses the actual urtit purchase price. 

In Chapter EI, an analysis of Banerjee's JELS model, we wtil examine Banerjee's 

JELS model in details. We will apply an actual urtit purchase price and an actual unit 



production cost concept to the JELS model. We will also provide a numerical example 

and run a sensitivity analysis to see the differences of joint optimal order quantity when 

usuig the origuial JELS model and our JELS model when applyuig the actual unit 

purchase price and actual urtit production cost concept. 

In Chapter IV, proposed JELS with pipeline inventory cost model, we w ill 

consider the proposed JELS with the pipeline inventory cost model. We wtil make some 

comments about Banerjee's JELS model and offer improvement to his model, which will 

be more realistic ui the busuiess world. We will introduce the pipeline inventory cost to 

Banerjee's model, which have two conditions: the buyer is responsible for the pipeline 

inventory cost, or the vendor is responsible for the pipeline inventory cost. We will also 

introduce actual purchase and actual production cost concepts to our JELS with pipeline 

inventory cost. 

In Chapter V, conclusion and recommendations for future research, we will 

provide our comments on the JELS model and compare it with Banerjee's, and we will 

also talk about further research, which we are uiterested ui conductuig ui the near future. 

We will suggest some promisuig areas of research that may hold potential for the future. 
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CHAPTER II 

ANALYSIS OF THE CLASSICAL EOQ MODEL 

Classical EOO Model 

For convenience, we will use the following notations ui this chapter: 

Cp : urtit purchase price paid by the buyer ($/urtit), 

Q : order quantity or production lot size in urtits (units), 

B : reorder pouit (units), 

D : armual demand for the inventory item (urtits/year), 

A : buyer's ordering cost per order ($/order), 

T : cycle time (year), 

r : armual inventory carrying charge rate, expressed as a fraction. 

Inventory 
Level 

B 

\ 

^ 

V D 

T «-

V i 

a 

T 

Time 

Figure 2. Classical EOQ uiventory model (Tersine , 1994) 



Figure 2 depicts the ideal situation, where the demand rate is the negative slope 

luie, Q is the fixed (but unknovm) lot size, T is the cycle tune and B is the reorder pouit. 

We can see from the graph that if the stock out is not permitted, the total cost per cycle is 

Total cost/ cycle == purchase cost/cycle + order cost/cycle + holduig cost/cycle 

and the total cost per year is 

Total annual cost = CpD + + ̂ L-L (2) 
Q 2 ^ ^ 

After taking the first derivative and settuig it to zero, we can get optunal order quantity. 

^•-•p^-

Analysis of EOQ Model 

From the total annual cost function, we can see that the holding cost term is 

calculated from the average inventory level per year multiplied by a urtit purchase price 

(Cp) and a percentage armual inventory carrying charge (r). There is a mistake regarding 

the holding cost function as a resuh of using the urtit purchase price. The holduig cost 

function should use an actual urtit purchase price. The actual urtit purchase price is the 

cost that the buyer actually pays for an item. For example, when the buyer buys an item, 

he/she pays for the item with a urtit purchase price (Cp) and pays for the order cost and 

holding cost. The holding cost used ui the total cost function is calculated from the umt 

purchase price. It is not appropriate to use the urtit purchase price to calculate the holduig 

10 



cost because the price that the buyer actuaUy pays is the price of the item itself plus the 

order cost and the holduig cost. Therefore, the total cost function should use the actual 

unit purchase price Cp' to calculate the holding cost. From the total armual cost function 

DA QrC 
^ CpD + + —, when we divide the total armual cost equation by demand (D), we 

TC A I QrC 
can get the actual urtit purchase price, Cp'= — = Cp+ — + . After applying the 

actual urtit purchase price Cp' to the holding cost term ui the total annual cost fimction, 

we can get the actual total annual cost (ATC) as seen below: 

DA 1 
ATC = CpD-h^^-h-QrCp' 

Q 2^ ' 
(4) 

We know that when we divide the actual total cost function by the demand, we can get 

the actual urtit purchase price as shown below: 

C '= 
^p — 

ATC 

D 
. C , . ^ . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' 

Q 2 D 

Cp + 

so 

A^ 

Q 

1-
2D 

(5) 

By substitutuig Cp' ui the actual total annual cost equation, we can get 

r 
DA 1 

ATC = CpD-\-^^ + -Qr 
Q 2^ 

Cp + 
A^ 

Q 

1 -
V 2D 

Q i2D-Qr) 
(6) 

11 



Let 

u = Q 

v = 2D-Qr 

, u vdu - udv 

'-v=—v^ 

^u _(2D-Qr) + Qr 

V (2D-Qrf 

and we get the first derivative of the total armual cost fimction as foUows: 

dATC -DA 2D^Cpr ADr^ 

dQ Q' (2D-Qrf (2D-Qrf 

By setting the first derivative equation equal to zero, we can get the econontic order 

quantity ( Q'*) from the equation below. 

(7) 

Where, ^ = 
2DCpr^r'A 

Numerical Example I 

In the buying-selling situation, where ortiy one buyer and one vendor. The buyer 

orders and buys a lot of one product periodically from the vendor. Some parameters 

obtauied from Goyal (1988). Given Cp= $25/unit, r = 0.35, D= 1,000 units/ year and 

A = $2,500/order. 

12 



We find ^ * from the EOQ as follows: Q* = j ^ ^ = 755.93 units. 
rCp 

2D j ^ - - ^ 
Then calculate g*from Q'* = \^DCpr-\-r A 

l + r 
2DC pr-\-r^A 

We get g*= 662.51 units. 

Compare the actual total relevant cost (holduig cost + order cost) from usuig 756 

urtits with 663 urtits. 

The actual total annual relevant cost from using 756 units/ lot. 

^77?C (756) = $7,622,886. 

The actual total annual relevant cost from using 663 units/ lot. 

^r/^C (307) = $7,547,005. 

We see that usuig 663 urtits instead of 756 does not resuh ui great saving 

(approximately 1%) on the relevant cost. So we decide to run a sensitivity analysis of the 

order quantity comparing the relevant cost using the EOQ model and our model (equation 

(6), and (7)). 

Sensitivitv Analysis 

The deviation of order quantity can occur in many circumstances. One of the 

possible ways is when the decision-maker underestimates or overestimates the value of 

parameters, order cost (A), inventory carrying rate (r), and unit purchase price (Cp). 

13 



Let order cost (^~ ) be the underestimation or overestimation parameter and a 

function of cost of holduig (rCp) as foUows: A~ = a(rCp). 

Table 1 shows the deviation of order cost. The order cost is a function of holduig 

cost. By deviating the order cost ui an increasing maimer, it will make significant cost 

difference between the EOQ and equation (7). 

Table 1. The resuhs of the sensitivity analysis of the order cost (A~) parameter on the 
EOQ model and on the equation (7), when A" = a(rCp). 

a 200 400 600 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 10000 

Q*/Q'* 1.167 1.169 1.209 1.277 1.409 1.517 1.611 1.696 2.052 

ATRC(Q*) 1.007 1.014 1.023 1.040 1.091 1.154 1.299 1.320 2.241 

ATRC(g*) 

Note that ^ * is the optimal order quantity obtauied from the EOQ model and Q'* is the 

A TRC(0*^ 
optunal order quantity obtauied from equation (7). Also is the ratio of 

actual total relevant cost using Q * and Q'*. 

Let the carryuig charge rate (r) be the parameter, and we will vary the value of r 

between 5%-50%. 

Accorduig to Table 2, the equation (7) seems to be made more accurate ui 

calculatuig the order quantity when the carryuig charge rate is high. The carrying charge 

rate is usually the same as the interest rate or rate of return. 

14 



Table 2. The resuhs of the sensitivity analysis of carryuig a charge rate (r) parameter on 
the EOQ model and on equation (7). 

r 005 OTO aT5 020 025 O30 035 O40 045 O50 

Q*/Q'* 1.051 1.073 1.090 1.105 1.118 1.129 1.141 1.151 1.161 1.171 

ATRC(Q*) 1.001 1.003 1.004 1.006 1.007 1.008 1.010 1.012 1.013 1.015 

ATRC(g*) 

Let the unit purchase price (Cp) is the overestimated or underestimated parameter 

and is related to Cp as follows: Cp = bCp. 

Table 3 shows that the cost difference between the EOQ model and equation (7) 

wtil decrease when the urtit purchase price is increased which makes the urtit purchase 

price and order cost less different when all other parameters are the same. This unplies 

that the more difference between the unit purchase price and order cost, the more 

difference ui cost between equation (7) and EOQ. Also Tables 1, 2 and 3 show that the 

high setup cost compared with holduig cost produces a significant cost difference by 

usuig the EOQ and equation (7). Also, carryuig charge (r) has less effect on cost 

difference than purchase price (Cp). 

15 



Table 3. The resuhs of the sensitivity analysis of a unit purchase price (Cp) parameter on 

the EOQ model and on equation (7), where Cp = bCp. 

b O05 oTo 015 O20 025 O30 035 O40 045 O50 

Q*/Q'* 1.753 1.502 1.398 1.339 1.299 1.270 1.248 1.231 1.216 1.204 

ATRC(g*) 1.396 1.144 1.086 1.061 1.047 1.038 1.032 1.027 1.024 1.021 

ATROg*) 

Recommendations for Usuig Equation (7). 

From the sensitivity analysis above, we see the resuhs of cost ratio using the EOQ 

model and equation (7). In case ui which setup cost is sigrtificantly greater than holduig 

cost and uiventory carryuig charge rate (r) is high, we recommend usuig equation (7) 

which is more accurate than the EOQ model. 

16 



CHAPTER 111 

ANALYSIS OF BANERJEE'S JELS MODEL 

Banerjee's JELS Model 

For convenience, we will use the following notations in this chapter: 

Cp : unit purchase price paid by the buyer ($/unit), 

Q : order quantity or production lot size in units (units), 

B : reorder pouit (urtits), 

D : armual demand for the uiventory item (urtits/year), 

A : buyer's ordering cost per order ($/order), 

r : annual inventory carryuig charge rate, expressed as a fraction, 

/ : lead-time (year), 

t] : setup tune (year), 

t2 : production tune (year), 

ts : delivery tune (year), 

S : vendor's setup cost per setup ($/setup), 

P : vendor's armual production rate for this item (units/year), 

C : urtit production cost incurred by the vendor ($/urtit), 

C • : actual urtit purchase price paid by the buyer ($/unit). 

C ' : actual urtit production cost uicurred by the vendor ($/urtit). 

17 



Figure 3 depicts the uiventory tune plots for both parties. The supply lead tune, /. 

consists of three components: ti represents the tune it takes to transmit a purchase order 

and setup a production lot, t2 is the actual production tune, and ts is the tune it takes to 

deliver the completed lot to the buyer. 

Buyer's 
Inventory 

Level 

B 

Vendor's 
Inventory 

Level 

O 

Time 

O 

Time 

Figure 3. Buyer's and vendor's inventory time plots (Banerjee, 1986). 

Banerjee (1986) developed a jouit economic-lot-size (JELS) model under certaui 

assumptions. In his model, he assumed 

1. One buyer and one vendor. 
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2. The vendor follows a lot-for-lot basis, 

3. The vendor's production rate is greater than or equal to the buyer's demand rate, 

4. The vendor's production setup cost is incurred every tune an order is placed, 

5. The setup time plus production tune is less than or equal to the lead-tune: 

Q 
1 2 ^ ' 

6. When the production is completed, the entire lot is shipped to the buyer. 

Moreover, Banerjee focused on a Joint total relevant cost (JTRC), which is 

defined as the holding cost plus the ordering cost/ setup cost from both the buyer and 

vendor rather than a jouit total cost (JTC), which is defined as the purchase cost plus the 

holding cost plus ordering cost/ setup cost. 

Benerjee developed the JELS model based on the equations described below: 

From Figure 3, the general annual relevant cost fimction for the buyer is: 

TRCtuyer(Q)-^+^rCp. (8 ) 

The optimal quantity equation is: 

ev..= j(^). (9) 

While the minimum total armual relevant cost is: 

TRCtuyer(Q*buyer) = ^(2DArC^) . ( 1 0 ) 

For the vendor, the general annual relevant cost function is: 

TRC^endor (Q) = ^ + ^ ^ ^ V ' ^^ ^ 
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The optunal quantity equation is: 

Q\encior=J(^), (12) 
V 

and the minimum total armual relevant cost is: 

2SrC 
TRC^endor (Q\endor) = D J(—-^) . (13) 

He developed the Jouit Econontic Lot Size (JELS) model, which combuies 

equations (8) and (11), 

JTRC(Q) = ^ ( ' ^ + ^) + ^r-(^Cy+Cp). (14) 

By taking the first derivative of the joint total armual relevant cost function 

(equation (14)) with respect to Q and setting it equal to zero, we obtain the JELS: 

a - , ^ ^ ( ^ ± ^ , (15) 
K-Cv+Cp) 

note that Qj is the joint economic lot size. 

By substituting Q* ui the JTRC (Q) equation, we can get the optunum JTRC 

JTRCiQj) = ^(2Dr(S ^ A)(^C^ +Cp)). (16) 

He also proved that his JTRC (QJ) is minimum, compared with the total annual relevant 

cost of the uidividual buyer plus the uidividual vendor. 

DC 
He defined a = S/A and 6 = ^ so that the JTRC can be rewritten as 

PC. 
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or 

Q, 

1 
( 1 . ' ) 

(1 + - ) 
P 

~. Q vendor- ( 18 ) 

It is obvious that if a = fi, Qj = Q buyer = Q vendor- On the other hand, if a>j3, 

Q buyer < Qj < Q vendor', if a <J3,Q vendor < Qj < Q* buyer - ThuS, t h e J E L S reprCSCUtS a 

compromise between the buyer's EOQ and the vendor's EOQ when they are unequal. 

The buyer's TRC can be presented by adopting Qj as seen here: 

l + Ua + ^) 
TRCtuyer (Q/) = ( , ^ ) TRCtuyer (Q\uyer) - ( 19 ) 

V(l + a)(l + P) 

The vendor's 77?C can be presented by adopting Qj as shown in Figure 20: 

l + - ( - + ) 

TRCvendor (Qj ) — ( , ) TRC^endor (Q vendor)- ( 20 ) 
1 1 

|(l + - ) ( l + - ) 
a p 

Analysis of the JELS Model 

From Chapter II, we know the concept of the actual purchase price (Cp). We 

can also apply the same concept of the actual cost to a urtit production cost. We 

uitroduce an actual unit production cost (Cy), which is the real cost of production when 

consideruig the setup cost and the holduig cost itself We use an actual urtit purchase 

price and actual unit production cost concept with Banerjee's JELS model. From 

equation (14), the joint economic lot size equation is 
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JTRC = —(S + A)-^^r(—Cy-tCp). 
Q 2 P 

When we consider Cp and Cy' tii this equation, the jouit economic lot size wtil change 

as follows: 

The general actual armual cost function for the buyer is: 

DA 1 
(21) 

So we can derive Cp as seen below: 

^ ,_T^^buyer _^ , ^ . I QrCp 

D Q 2 D 

Cp + 

C ' = 
^p 

A 

1-
2D 

(22) 

By substitutuig Cp ui the actual total annual cost equation, we can get 

T)A 1 
buyer Q 2 

Cp + 
A^ 

Q 

i-
2D 

= CpD-\- + 
DA Dr(CpQ+A) 

Q (2D-Qr) 
(23) 
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Let 

u = Q 

v = 2D-Qr 

, u vdu - udv 
d- = ^ 

V V 

^u ^(2D-Qr) + Qr 

V (2D-Qrf 

and we get the first derivative of the total armual cost function as follows: 

dATC -DA 2D^Cpr ADr^ 

dQ Q^ (2D-Qrf (2D-Qrf 

By setting the first derivative equation equal to zero; we can get the econontic order 

quantity (Q*) from the equation below. 

(24) 

Where (j) = 
2DCpr-\-r'A 

The general actual annual cost function for the vendor is: 

7 ' C „ ^ . ( 0 = CK^ + ̂  + | f ' - C / . (25) 

So we can derive Cy' as follows: 

^ .^ TC^^^XQ) ^r +^+Q-rCy' 
"^ D "^ Q 2P 

Cy + 
S^ 

Q 
Qr 

Cy'= -^. (26) 
1-

2P 
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By substitutuig Cy' in the actual total annual cost equation, we can get 

ATC,,^^(Q) = CyD + ^ + ^ 
Q 2P 

Cy + 
5^ 

Q 

i-
V 2P 

ATC (0)-C n.DS Dr(CyQ + S) 
ATC^^.(Q)-CyD + — + 2 / > - ^ (27) 

Let 

u = Q 

v = 2P-Qr 

J u vdu - udv 
d- = 

V V 

^u ^(2P-Qr) + Qr 

V (2P-QrY 

and we get the first derivative of the total armual cost function as follows: 

dATC -SD 2PC^Dr 
+ + • 

SDr 

dQ Q' (2P-Qrr (2P-Qr)' 

By setting the first derivative equation equal to zero; we can get the economic order 

quantity (Q*) from the equation below. 

e'* vendor 
2PA 

I -H rA 

(28) 

Where A = 
2PCyr + r^S 
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By combuiuig equations (23) and (27), we can get the jouit actual total annual cost 

(JATC) as shown: 

JATC(Q) = D(Cy+Cp) + ̂ (S + A) + ^r(-Cy'+Cp') (29) 

C^ + Cp-v 

By substitutuig Cy'= -^ and Cp'= -^, we can get 

1 - Qr 
2P 

1- Qr 
2D 

JATC(Q) = D(Cy+Cp) + —(S + A) + ^r 

/ 

P 

Cy + 
Q 

1-
V 2P 

Cp + 

+ 
Q 

1-
2D 

JATC(Q) = D(Cy +Cp)-^-(S + A)-^ Dr(^^^^^) + (^^^±^)Z)r . (30) 
Q 2P-Qr 2D-Qr 

Suice we need the jouit actual total relevant cost (JATRC), we have to cancel out the 

purchase cost term in the joint actual total cost (JATC). Therefore, we get the JATRC 

equation as follows: 

JA TRC(Q) = ^(S + A) + Dr(^'^^^) + Dr(^-^^^) 
^ Q 2P-Qr 2D-Qr 

(31) 

Let Let 

u = Q 

v = 2D-Qr 

J u vdu - udv 
a— = 

V V 

^u ^(2D-Qr) + Qr 

d^ = 

(2D-Qrf 

2D 

V (2D-Qry 

u = Q 

v = 2P-Qr 

J u vdu - udv 
d- = 

V V 

^u _(2P-Qr) + Qr 

V (2P-Qrf 

d'^ = 
2P 

V (2P-Qry 
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So we can get the first derivative as follows: 

dJATRC(Q) _ D(S-\-A) 2PDCyr SDr^ 2D'Cpr ADr^ 2 

dQ Q' (2P-QrY (2P-Qr)' (2D-Qr)' (2D-QrY 

(32) (S + A) 2PCyr + Sr^ 2DCpr + Ar^ 
g*2 (2P-Q*rf (2D-Q'*rf 

= 0 

Numerical Example II 

In the buyuig-selluig situation, where only one buyer and one vendor. The buyer 

orders and buys a lot of one product periodically from the vendor. Given, Cp = $25/unit, 

r = 0.35, D= 1,000 units/ year, ^ = $ 2,500/order, P= 1,200 units/year, S =$2,800/setup, 

and Cy = $20/unit. 

By usuig Banerjee's JELS model (equations (9), (12), (15)), we obtauied the 

solution as follows: 

S*ft«ye/-= 755.93 units. 

Q\endor = 919.19 UUitS. 

Q*joint = 852.56 urtits. 

By usuig equations (24), (28) and (32), we obtauied the solution as follows: 

Q'* buyer= 662.51 nnits. 

Q'*\endor= ^^9.15 units. 

Q'* joint = 1^2.11 urnts. 

We compare the actual total relevant cost (holduig cost + order cost) from usuig 853 units 

with 743 units on the jouit actual total armual relevant cost fimction. 
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The joint actual total armual relevant cost from using order quantity = 853 units. 

J^r/?C(853) = $14,422.05. 

The jouit actual total armual relevant cost from using order quantity = 743 units, 

JATRC(143) = $14,260.97. 

Suice the actual total armual relevant cost of 853 units and 743 urtits are not 

significantly different (approxunately 1%), we wtil run a sensitivity analysis ui order to 

compare the cost using different order quantities on Banerjee's JELS and equation (32). 

Sensitivity Analysis 

The objective for running the sensitivity analysis is to compare the different order 

quantities 

1. On the EOQ model and on equation (24) with actual total relevant cost. 

2. On the vendor's EOQ and on equation (28) with actual total relevant cost. 

3. On Banerjee's JELS and on equation (32) with jomt actual total annual relevant cost. 

1. Buyer 

For the buyer, the sensitivity analysis is the same as Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3. 

2. Vendor 

The actual total annual relevant cost function is 

Q 2P-Qr 

The optimal solution of the system equation (28), 
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Q* vendor 

2P \ ^ 
2PC^r + r^S 

l . r ' ^ 
2PCyr + r^S 

Suppose the decision maker uses overestimated or underestunated setup cost 

5'~ parameter, which is related to the vendor's holduig cost (rC^) as follows: 

S~ =c(rCy),c>0. 

From Table 4, we note that the setup cost is a function of holduig cost. After we 

uicrease the setup cost compared with the holduig cost, the cost difference between the 

vendor's EOQ and equation (28) is uicreased. This implies that equation (28) gives a 

more accurate order quantity than the vendor's EOQ. 

Table 4. The resuhs of the sensitivity analysis of the setup cost (5 ) parameter on the 
vendor's EOQ model and on equation (28), when S~ = c(rCy). 

~c 200 400 600 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 10000 

Q*J&*v 11^'^ I'l^^ 11^^ i-^^i 1-^^^ ^'^^^ 1-^^^ 1-^^^ 1-^^^ 

ATRC(Q*,) 1.006 1.012 1.018 1.033 1.073 1.121 1.178 1.243 1.801 

ATRC{g\) 

Note that Q *̂  is the vendor's optimal order quantity obtained from the vendor's EOQ 

model and Q^'* is the vendor's optunal order quantity obtauied from equation (28). Also 

ATRC(Q*,) 

ATRC(Q'\) 
is the ratio of actual total relevant cost usuig Q *^ and QJ* . 
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Let the carryuig charge rate (r) is the parameter, so that we vary the value of r 

between 5%-50%. 

Accorduig to Table 5, equation (28) seems to be more accurate in calculatuig the 

order quantity when the carryuig charge rate is high. The carryuig charge rate is usually 

the same as uiterest rate or rate of return. 

Table 5. The resuhs of the sensitivity analysis of carrying charge rate (r) parameter on the 
vendor's EOQ model and on equation (28). 

r O05 oTo 015 O20 025 O30 035 O40 045 O50 

e*v/g '*v l-^^6 l- '̂79 1-0^8 1114 1.128 1.141 1.153 1.164 1.175 1.185 

ATRC(Q*,) 1.002 1.003 1.005 1.007 1.008 1.010 1.012 1.014 1.016 1.017 

ATRC(Q'\) 

Let a urtit production cost (C^ )̂ be the overestunated or underestunated parameter 

and related to Cy as follows: Cy = dCy. 

Table 6 shows that the cost difference between the vendor's EOQ model and 

equation (28) will decrease when the unit production cost is increased which makes the 

unit production cost and setup cost less different when all other parameters are the same. 

This means the greater the difference between the unit production cost and setup cost, the 

more difference in cost between equation (28) and the vendor's EOQ. From Tables 4, 5 

and 6 show that when the high setup cost is compared with the holding cost, a sigrtificant 

cost difference is found between the vendor's EOQ and equation (28). Also, carryuig 

charge rate (r) has less effect on cost difference than production cost (Cy). 
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Table 6. The results of the sensitivity analysis of a urtit production cost (Cy) parameter 

on the vendor's EOQ model and on equation (28), where Cy = dCy. 

d O05 oTo 015 O20 025 O30 035 O40 045 0.50 

2*v/2 '*v 1-^^^ i-̂ "^^ i-"̂ ^^ 1-^^^ 1'^^^ l-̂ "̂* 1-2'̂ ^ i-^^i 1'^^^ 1-^^^ 

ATRC(Q*,) 1.517 1.178 1.104 1.073 1.056 1.045 1.038 1.033 1.029 1.025 

ATRC(Q'\) 

3. Joint between buyer and vendor. 

The jouit actual total armual relevant cost function is (equation (31)) 

JATRC(Q) = ^(S + A) + Dr(^^^^) + Dr(^^^). 
^^^ Q 2P-Qr 2D-Qr 

The optunal solution of the system equation (32), 

(S-\-A) 2?rCy-hSr' ^ 2DrCp+Ar^ _^ 

g*2 (2P-Q'*r)'' (2D-Q'*ry 

The deviation of jouit order quantity can occur in many circumstances. One of 

the possible ways is when the decision-maker underestunates or overestimates the value 

of parameters, order cost (A), uiventory carryuig rate (r), unit purchase price (Cp), setup 

cost (S), and urtit production cost (Cy). 

Let order cost (^~) is the underestunation or overestimation parameter and is a 

fimction of buyer's cost of holduig (rCp) as follows: A~ = a(rCp). 
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Table 7 shows the cost difference between Banerjee's JELS and equation (32). 

We notice that when the order cost, which is a function of holduig cost, is uicreased, it 

wtil resuh ui an uicrease of cost difference. In the high order cost compared with the 

buyer's holding cost, equation (32) gives a better order quantity than Banerjee's JELS 

(see the cost comparison —). 
JATRC(Q'*j) 

Table 7. The results of the sensitivhy analysis of the order cost (A ) parameter on 
Banerjee's JELS model and on equation (32), when A~ = a(rCp). 

a 200 400 600 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 10000 

Q* JQ'* 1.137 1.163 1.187 1.229 1.314 1.387 1.451 1.510 1.761 

JATRO(Q*j) 1.009 1.014 1.018 1.027 1.052 1.080 1.112 1.148 1.402 

JATRO(g*j) 

Note that Q*j is the jouitly optunal order quantity obtained from Banerjee's JELS 

model and Q'*j is the jouitly optunal order quantity obtauied from equation (32). Also, 

I A TRC(0 * ^ 

— is the ratio of jouit actual total relevant cost from usuig Q *, and Q'*,. 
JATRC(Q'*^) 

Let the carryuig charge rate (r) be the parameter, that we vary the value of r 

between 5%-50%. 

Table 8 shows that the carryuig charge varies between 5%-50%. The cost 

difference will increase, when the carrying charge is increased. The inventory carrying 
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charge is normally the same as the interest rate or the rate of return. With a high 

uiventory carryuig rate, equation (32) performs better than Banerjee's JELS. 

Table 8. The resuhs of the sensitivity analysis of carryuig charge rate (r) parameter on 
Banerjee's JELS model and on equation (32). 

r O05 OlO 015 O20 025 030 035 O40 045 0.50 

Q* jg* 1.054 1.077 1.095 I .I l l 1.124 1.137 1.149 1.160 1.170 1.180 

JATRC(Q*j) 1.001 1.003 1.005 1.006 1.008 1.010 1.011 1.013 1.015 1.017 

JATRC(g*j) 

Let a urtit purchase price ( C^) is the overestimated or underestimated parameter 

and is related to Cp as follows: Cp = bCp. 

We vary the unit purchase price to see the effect in cost difference between 

Banerjee's model and equation (32). Table 9 shows the decrease on cost difference, 

when the urtit purchase price is uicreased. It unplies that when the unit purchase price 

approaches the order cost, which makes less difference on unit purchase price and order 

cost, the cost difference between Banerjee's JELS and equation (32) is less different. 
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Table 9. The resuhs of the sensitivity analysis of a unit purchase price (Cp) parameter on 

Banerjee's JELS model and equation (32), where Cp = bCp. 

b O05 OiO 015 O20 025 O30 035 O40 045 O50 

Q*jlQ*i 1-213 1.209 1.204 1.199 1.194 1.189 1.186 1.182 1.178 1.175 

JATRO(Q*j) 1.023 1.022 1.021 1.020 1.019 1.018 1.018 1.017 1.016 1.015 

jATRQg*~) 

Let setup cost (5'~) be an overestimated or underestimated parameter, which is 

related to the vendor's holding cost (rCy) as follows: S~ = c(rCy), c>0. 

The setup cost is a fimction of the vendor's holding cost. When we vary the 

setup cost til an increasuig manner compared with the vendor's holduig cost, the cost 

difference is uicreased. Table 10 shows the cost dtiference between 0.8%-24.2% when 

the setup cost is higher than holduig cost. In the case of high setup cost, equation (32) 

behaves better than Banerjee's JELS and gives more accurate order quantity than 

Banerjee's. 

Table 10. The resuhs of the sensitivity analysis of the setup cost (5 ~) parameter on 
Banerjee's JELS model and on equation (32), when S~ = c(rCy). 

200 400 600 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 10000 

g* jg* 1.127 1.149 1.168 1.202 1.271 1.328 1.378 1.423 1.611 

JATRC(Q*j) 1.008 1.011 1.014 1.021 1.039 1.058 1.079 l.lOl 1.242 

'jATRaQ*j) 
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Let a unit production cost (C~) is the overestunated or underestunated parameter 

and is related to Cy as follows: Cy = dCy. 

Table 11 gives the resuhs of the comparison of cost between Banerjee's JELS and 

equation (32). When the unit production cost is less different than the setup cost, the cost 

difference is decreased. That means when the unit production cost is significantly 

different from the vendor's setup cost, equation (32) projects order quantity more 

accurately than Banerjee's JELS. 

Table 11. The resuhs of the sensitivity analysis of a unit production cost (Cy) parameter 

on Banerjee's JELS model and on equation (32). where Cy = dCy. 

d O05 oTo 015 O20 025 O30 035 O40 045 O50 

g*./g*. 1.203 1.199 1.195 1.191 1.187 1.184 1.181 1.177 1.174 1.172 

JATRC(Q*j) 1.021 1.020 1.019 1.019 1.018 1.017 1.017 1.016 1.016 1.015 

JATRO(g*.) 

Recommendations for Using Equation (32) 

For the sensitivity analysis, we see the resuhs of the actual total relevant cost. We 

recommend usuig Banerjee's JELS model in general cases, because equation (32) is more 

complex than Banerjee's JEL. However, we recommend using equation (32) ui the case 

of high inventory carrying rate (r) and high setup cost (S) and high order cost (A) which 

give more accurate in calculation of the order quantity. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PROPOSED JELS WITH PIPELE^JE 

E^A^ENTORY COST MODEL 

Pipeluie cost 

For convenience, we wtil use the foUowuig notations in this chapter: 

Cp ' unit purchase price paid by the buyer ($/unit), 

Q : order quantity or production lot size in urtits (urtits), 

D : armual demand for the inventory item (urtits/year), 

A : buyer's ordering cost per order ($/order), 

r : armual inventory carrying charge rate, expressed as a fraction, 

t : lead-tune (year), 

t] : setup time (year), 

t2 : production time (year), 

ts '- delivery time (year), 

S : vendor's setup cost per setup ($/setup), 

P : vendor's armual production rate for this item (units/year), 

C : unit production cost incurred by the vendor ($/urtit), 

C ' : actual unit purchase price paid by the buyer ($/unit). 

C ' : actual urtit production cost uicurred by the vendor ($/urtit). 
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As we see in Figure 3, Chapter IE, there is no holding cost during the detivery 

period ts (no graphs are presented for holding cost in the delivery period) and no one is 

responsible for this cost. Also, Banerjee's model did not include the holding cost during 

the delivery period in the model. In fact, the holduig cost in the detivery period can be 

sigrtificant, if period ts is large. This could be a problem and might affect the JELS 

model. 

Basically, the holding cost for the detivery period can be added to ehher the 

buyer's side or vendor's side, depending on the negotiation. The vendor will be 

responsible for the holduig cost during the detivery period, if the buyer pays upon the 

arrival of the items. Or the buyer might be responsible for the holduig cost duruig that 

period, if the buyer pays for the items upon delivery. These cases wtil be discussed 

below til the next two subsections. 

Scenario I : Buyer is responsible for the holduig cost during the detivery period 

This case is depicted ui Figure 4. The buyer is responsible for the holduig cost 

duruig the delivery tune (ts). When the items are shipped (at the end of period 12), the 

buyer is responsible for the holduig cost (period ts). 

We add the holduig cost for the delivery period. We can see from Figure 4 that 

the rectangle (dashed luies) ui the first graph represents the holduig cost duruig delivery 

for the buyer. Inour model we also make some assumptions sintilar to Banerjee's. The 

assumptions are tisted below: 

1. There are ortiy one buyer and one vendor. 

2. The vendor follows a lot-for-lot basis. 
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3. When the production is completed, the entire lot of products is shipped to the buyer. 

4. The vendor's production rate is greater than or equal to the buyer's demand rate. 

5. The setup tune (ti) + production tune (t2) is less than or equal to the lead tune (t). 

Certautiy the total cost of the buyer will change and the holduig cost during the 

detivery period wtil affect the buyer's EOQ. The order quantity will be reduced because 

of the extra holding cost from the delivery period. 

Buyer's 
Inventory 

Level 

Vendor's 
Inventory 

Level 

^ \ : 

Figure 4. Buyer's and vendor's uiventory tune plots, where dashed lines represent the 
holduig cost duruig the delivery period for the buyer. 
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Moreover, the holduig cost during the delivery will affect the unit purchase price 

paid by the buyer. The urtit purchase cost will include the cost of holding the item duruig 

the delivery period. 

Scenario II: Vendor is responsible for the holduig cost during the delivery period 

This case is depicted ui Figure 5. The vendor is responsible for the holding cost 

during the delivery time (ts). 

Buyer's 
Inventory 

Level 

V 
In 

endor's 
ventory 
Level 

»-

r * 

ti 

— t — — 

1 
1 
r\-'\ t3 

-

- * - ^^_ 

t 

t 

V 

^ ^ 

*^ Time 

O 1 

• 

•^ Time 

Figure 5. Buyer's and vendor's inventory time plots, where the holduig cost during the 
delivery period is the responsibility of the vendor 
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We add the holduig cost to the delivery period on the vendor's side. We can see from 

Figure 5 that the rectangle ui the vendor's graph represents the holduig cost during the 

delivery period. 

In the model, when the vendor is responsible for the holduig cost during the 

delivery period, certauily the total price to the vendor will be changed and the holduig 

cost duruig the delivery period will affect the vendor's EOQ. The order quantity will be 

reduced because of the extra holduig cost from the delivery period. 

Solution 

JELS with pipeluie cost 

From Banerjee's equations, the jouit economic lot size equation is 

JTRC = —(S + A) + ^r(—Cy+Cp). 
Q 2 P ^ 

This equation does not include the holduig cost during the delivery period. Nevertheless, 

we have discussed the pipeline inventory cost, which can be considered ui two different 

scenarios. 

In the first scenario, the buyer is responsible for the holduig cost during the 

delivery period. 

From Figure 4, the general cost function for the buyer is: 

AD 1 
TC,^, =C,D + — + -QrC,+ t,DrC,. (29) 
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We can see that the pipeluie cost is added to the total cost equation disappears when we 

take the first derivative of this equation. So this pipeluie uiventory cost will not affect 

Banerjee's model and the jomt econontic lot size wtil be the same as Banerjee's. 

In the second scanerio, the vendor is responsible for the holduig cost during the 

delivery period. 

From Figure 5, the general cost function for the vendor is: 

TC^endoriQ) = ^vD^^ + ^rCy +^-frCy 

TC^endoriQ) = CyD^^ + ̂ rCy+ t.DrC, (30) 

We can see that the pipeline cost is added to the total cost equation disappears when we 

take the first derivative of this equation. So this pipeluie uiventory cost will not affect 

Banerjee's model and the jouit econontic lot size wtil be the same as Banerjee's 

JELS with pipeline cost and actual cost concept 

Since we know the concept of actual cost from Chapters II and III, we apply the 

actual unit purchase price and actual unit production cost concept to the joint economic 

lot size with the pipeluie inventory cost as seen below. 

Scenario I: The buyer is responsible for the holding cost during the delivery period 

After applying a unit purchase price concept to the buyer's general cost function, 

we obtaui the actual total armual cost function for the buyer (ATC) as follows: 

AD 1 
^TC,^r=CpD + - - + ^QrCp'+t,DrCp'. (31) 
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So we can derive Cp' as follows: 

C ' -
y^p — 

ATC buyer ^ . ^ . I Q^C p . ^ , 

D 

Cp + 

= Cp+ —+ 
Q 2 D 

•y ^p 

C ' = ^p 

A^ 

Q 
1 Qr l-~ t.r 

2D ' 

(32) 

The general actual total annual cost function for the vendor from equation (23) is: 

So we can derive C,,' as follows: 

c^^^^I^v^idJ0 = c,^+l+Q_r'a/ 
D ' Q 2P ' 

Cy^ 

C '= 

S^ 

Q 

1 - Qr^ 
2P 

By combining these 2 equations, we get the following the jouit actual total cost (JATC): 

JATC(Q) = D(Cy+Cp) + ^(S + A) + (^rCy') + (^ + t,D)rCp'. (33) 

C p + 
By substituting C p' = 

A 

~Q 
c^.+ 

I - rt. -

_̂  - and Cy' = 
Qr 

2D 

Q 

1 - Qr^ 
2P 

we can get 

JA TC(Q) = D(Cy +Cp) + ^(S + A) + (^)r 

Cy + 
S^ 

Q 

i-
2P 

+ (^ + t,D)r 

Cp + 
A 

Q 

l-rt-^- Qr 
2D 
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= D(Cy-\-Cp) + — (S-\-A) + Dr 
2 ^ 

CyQ + S 

2P-Qr + 
CpQ+A 

2D-2Dt,r-Qr 
Dr 

+ 
2D^t,r 

Q 

CpQ + A 

2D-2Dt,r-Qr 

(34) 

Suice we need the jouit actual total relevant cost (JATRC), we have to cancel out 

the purchase cost and production cost term ( D(Cy + Cp)) ui the jouit actual total cost 

(JATC). So we get the JATRC equation as follows: 

JATRC (Q) = —(S -^A) + Dr ^ ^ ^ + Dr + ^ ^ 
Q 2P-Qr 2P-Qr 2D-2Dt,r-Qr 

Dr 

-\-
2D-2Dt^r-Qr 

Dr +2D't^r 
C, 

+ 
2D%r 

2D-2Dt,r-Qr Q 2D-2Dt^r-Qr 

= R ^ S . A ) . D r ^ ^ 
Q 2P-Qr 

+ Dr + 
CpQ 

2P-Qr 2D-2Dt,r-Qr 
Dr 

+ 2D - 2Dt,r - Qr 
Dr + 2D't^r 

C, 
+ 

2D't^r 

2D-2Dt^r-Qr Q 2D-2Dt,r-Qr 

(35) 

Let Let 

u = Q 

v = 2P-Qr 

, u vdu - udv 
d- = ^ 

V V 

n (2P-Qr) + Qr 
a— = 

d'^ = 

(2P-Qry 

2P 

V (2P-Qry 

u = Q 

v = 2D-2Dt^r-Qr 

, u vdu - udv 
d- = 

V V 

,w (2D-2Dt,r-Qr)-\-Qr 
d— = 

(2D-2Dt^r-Qry 

2D(l-t,r) 

V (2D-2Dt^r-Qrf 
d'^ = 

So we get 
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dIATRC(Q) D(S + A) 2PDCyr SDr^ 2D\l-rt,)Cpr 
+ -^ + r + 

dQ Q^ (2P-Qry (2P-Qrf (2D-2Dt,r-Qr) 
.2 o r\2r-> * „2 ADr' 2D'Cpt,r' 2D-At,r(2D - 2Dt,r - 2Qr) 

(2D-2Dt^r-Qrf (2D-2Dt,r-Qrf (2DQ-2DQt,r-Q'r)' 

(S -^ A) 2PCyr-\-Sr^ 2DCpr-^ Ar 

g'*' (2P-g'*r)' (2D-2Dt,r-g'*ry 

2DAt,r(2D - 2Dt^r - 2g '* r ) _ 

g'*''(2D-2Dt^r-g'*rf 

(36) 

Scenario II: The vendor is responsible for the holding cost during the delivery period 

After applying the actual unit production cost concept, we get the general actual 

cost function for the vendor (ATC) as foUows: 

ATC^(.Q) = C,D + ̂  + ̂ rC,\t,DrCy'. (37) 

So we can derive Cy' as follows: 

^ . ^^^vendor\Q) _ r j. M Q t-r *4.t rC ' 
Cy = — -Cy + — + —r^y-tl^r^y 

Cy + 
5 

Cy'=—--^-. (38) 
Qr 1 - - - t.r 
2P 
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The general actual cost function for the buyer (ATC) from equation (21) is: 

ATC,^^=C,D + ^ + ^C,'. 

So we can derive Cp' as seen here: 

, _ ^ • ' Q w y e r 

D 
Cp.A,LQr£l 

' Q 2 D 

Cp + 

C ' = ^p 

A 

Q 

i- Qr^ 
2D 

By combuiuig these 2 equations, we can get the jomt actual total cost (JATC) as follows: 

JATC(Q) = D(Cy +Cp) + ^(S + A) + ^Cp'+(^ + t,)DrCy'. (39) 

Cy + 

By substitutuig Cy' = 

5; 

Q 
Cp + 

A 

Q 

I Qr^ 
2P -hr 

and Cp'=— ^ 
Qr 

, we can get 

1 -
2D 

JATC(Q) = D(Cy+Cp) + ̂ (S + A) + ^ 

Cp + 
Q 

i- Qr^ 
2D 

+ (— + t,)Dr 
2P 

Cy-t 
S^ 

Q 

Qr^ 
2P 

-hr 

D QCp+A , QCy+S . ^ 

+ 
2PDt^r QCy+S 

Q 2P-2Pt^r-Qr 

(40) 
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Suice we need the jouit actual total relevant cost (JATRC), we have to cancel out 

the purchase cost and production cost term (D(Cy + Cp)) ui the jouit actual total cost 

(JATC). So we get JATRC equation as follows: 

JATRC(Q) = ̂ (S + A) + D r - ^ ^ + Dr—^— + ( ^ )Dr+( ?- )D 
Q 2D-Qr 2D-Qr 2P-2Pt,r-Qr 2P-2Pt^r-Qr 

+ 
2PDt^rCy 

2P - 2Pt^r - Qr + 
2PDt^r 

Q 2P - IPt^r - Qr 

(41) 

Let Let 

u 

V 

d 

d 

d 

= Q 
= 2D-Qr 

u vdu - udv 
•y 

V v^ 

u (2D-Qr) + Qr 

V (2D-Qrf 

u 2D 

V (2D-Qrf 

u = Q 

v = 2P-2Pt^r-Qr 

J u vdu - udv 
d- = 

V V 

^u_^(2P-2Pt,r-Qr)-^Qr 

d'i = 

(2P-2Pt,r-Qr)^ 

2P(l-t,r) 

V (2P-2Pt,r-Qry 

So we get 

dJATRC 

dQ 

D(S + A) 2CpDV 

Q 
+ + 

ADr 
+ 

2PDCy(l-t,r) 

+ 
SDr 

+ 

(2D-Qr)^ ' (2D-Qr)'' (2P-2Pt,r-Qr)"" 

2 2PDSt ^r(2P - 2Pt^r - 2Qr) 2PDC yt^r 

(2P - 2Pt^r - Qry (2P - 2Pt ̂ r - Qry Q\2P-2Pt,r-Qry 

(S + A) ^ 2DCpr + Ar 
g.*2 ^ + 

2PCyr + Sr 

(2D-Q'*r)' (2P-2Pt^r-g'*ry 

2PSt,r(2P - 2Pt,r - 2Q'*r) 

g'*\2P-2Pt,r-g'*r)^ 
= 0 

(42) 
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Numerical Example EI 

In the buying-selling situation, where ortiy one buyer and one vendor. The buyer 

orders and buys a lot of one product periodically from the vendor. Given all parameters: 

Cp= $25/unit, r = 0.35, D= 1,000 units/ year, A = $2,500/order, P= l,200units/year, 

5*= $2,800/setup, and C^.=$20/unit and ^^=1.5 years. 

We can find Qj* using Banerjee's model as follows: 

r ( ~ C v + C p ) 

Qj = 852.56 urtits. 

Then we calculate Q'* ̂  from equation (32) to get 

g*^= 742.17 units. 

After that we calculate g*j, from scenario I (equation 36) and Q'*j,j from scenario II 

(equation 42). 

Scenario I 

The optunal order quantity (g'*^/) from scenario I (equation 36) is 

g*jj =491.17 units. 

We calculate the cost in this scenario as follows: 

y^77?C (853)= $67,339.98, 

JATRC (743)= $63,879.48, 

JATRC (492)= $60,026.58, 
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We can see that the cost difference between Banerjee's model and our model with 

pipeluie cost is 7,313.4, which is about 10.86%. 

Scenario II 

The optunal order quantity (Q'*jjj) from scenario II (equation 42) is 

g*jjj =575.04 units. 

We calculate the cost in this scenario as follows: 

JATRC (853)= $54,238.69, 

JATRC (743)= $52,430.97, 

JATRC (516)= $51,212.72, 

In this case, we can see that the cost difference between Banerjee's model and 

ours with pipeline cost is 3,025.97, which is about 5.58%. 

Sensitivity Analysis of Order Quantity 

Scenario I 

The joint actual total annual relevant cost is 

JATRC = -(S + A) + Dr ^ ^ ^ + Dr ^ + ^ ^ Dr 
g 2P-Qr 2P-Qr 2D-2Dt^r-Qr 

A r. r,r.2 Cp 2D%r A 
+ Dr + 2D^t^r + 2D-2Dt,r-gr ' 2D-2Dt,r-Qr Q 2D-2Dt,r-Qr 
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The optunal order quantity (g'*^^) from the equation (36) is 

(S + A) ^ 2PCyr + Sr^ ^ 2DCpr + Ar' 
g'*2 (2P-g^*r)' (2D-2Dt,r-g'*rf 

_ IDAt ^r(2D - 2Dt^r - 2g'*r) _ 

g'*\2D - 2Dt,r - g'*rf ~ ^ 

Suppose the decision maker does not use the optunal g'*^,, but uses Q'~ji, which is 

related to Q'*ji as follows: g'~ ji = eg* ji, e>0. 

Let JATRC~ be the jouit actual total relevant cost of the system when Q'~ ji is 

used. Let the ratio be used as a measure of sensitivity. 
JATRC ^ 

Table 12 shows that the deviation of the order quantity from the optunality resuhs 

ui cost deviation. For example, ifg* is 492 units but the lot size chosen is half as much, 

that is, ^ 2 4 6 units or e equals to 0.5, the additional cost wtil occur about 14.9% as much 

from the optimality. 

Table 12. The results of the sensitivity analysis of order quantity on equation (36), value 
JATRC ^^^^ ^ ^^^ 

JATRC ^ ^ '' 

e 05 08 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.5 2.0 3.0 

JATRC ~ 1149 1.016 1.004 1.000 1.003 1,012 1.061 1.209 1.763 

JATRC 
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Effects of transportation tune 

In regard to our previous discussion of the pipeluie cost, which is the holduig cost 

duruig the transportation period (ts), we know that the length of transportation time will 

certautiy affect our model. We let t; be the underestunated or overestunated parameter, 

which is a fimction of the transportation tune t^ as foUows: t; = ft^. Let Q~ ji be the 

order quantity obtauied from usuig the estunated parameter (/3~) and Q*jj symbolizes 

the optunal order quantity obtauied from equation (36). From the numerical example III, 

we know that t^=l.5 years 

We can see from Table 13 that the transportation time du-ectly affects the 

deviation of order quantity from the optunality. Accorduig to this table, 3̂ =1.5 years but 

the transportation tune (^3) is varied to be 2.25 years which i s /= 1.5. It resuhs ui a cost 

deviation of approxunately 9.5%. Also, we can see that the deviation of the 

transportation time t^ does not strongly affect the model. 

Table 13. The results of the sensitivity analysis of transportation period (ts) parameter on 
equation (36), where t^ = ft^. 

7 0125 0.250 0.500 0.750 1.000 1.250 1.500 

QjilQ* -̂̂ ^^ -̂̂ ^^ ^'^^^ ^-^^^ ^-^^^ ^'^^^ -̂̂ ^^ 

JATRC(g~j) 1055 1.045 1.025 1.008 1.000 • 1.015 1.095 

JATRC(g*jj) 
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Scenario II 

The jouit actual total armual relevant cost is 

JATRQQ) = -(S+A)-^Dr-^^+Dr-^^H ^ )Dr+( )D 
g 2D-Qr 2D-Qr 2P-2Pt,r-Qr 2P-2Pt,r-gr 

-\-
2PDt^rq V 

2P-2Pt^r-gr 

2PDt,r 

g 
S 

2P-2Pt^r-gr 

The optimal order quantity (g* jj) from equation (42) is 

(S + A) 2DC pr + Ar^ 2PC yr + Sr 

g.*2 (2D-g'*r)^ (2P-2Pt^r-g'*r)^ 

2PSt,r(2P-2Pt,r-2g'*r) 

g'*\2P-2Pt^r-g'*r)^ 

Suppose the decision maker does not use the optunal g*jjj, but uses Q'jn, which 

is related to g*jjj as follows: Q'~ jn = gQ'* j„ , g>0. 

Let JATRC~ be the jouit actual total relevant cost of the system when Q'~ jn is 

TA 'T'J?r~'~ 

used. Let the ratio be used as a measure of sensitivity. 
JATRC 

Table 14 shows that the deviation of the order quantity from the optunality resuhs 

til cost deviation. For example, ifg* is 576 units but the lot size chosen is half as much, 

that is, g=288 units or g equal to 0.5, the additional cost wiU occur about 15.5% as much 

from the optimality. 
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Table 14. The resuhs of the sensitivity analysis of order quantity on equation (42). value 
JATRC 

JATRC 
of . _ _ , when g-jH = gg*^, , g>0. 

g 

JATRC ~ 
JATRC 

05 

1.155 

08 

1.016 

0.9 

1.004 

1.0 

1.000 

1.1 

1.003 

1.2 

1.012 

1.5 

1.063 

2.0 

1.211 

3.0 

1.751 

Effects of transportation time 

In regard to the pipeluie cost, which is the holduig cost during the transportation 

period (ts), we know that the length of transportation tune will certautiy affect our model. 

We let t~ represent the underestunated or overestunated parameter, which is a function 

of the transportation tune t^ as follows: t; = ht^. Let g~ jii be the order quantity 

obtauied from usuig the estunated parameter (t;) while g *jjj is the optunal order 

quantity obtauied from equation (42). From the numerical example III, we know that t^ 

is 1.5 years. 

We can see from Table 15 that the transportation time du-ectly affects the 

deviation of order quantity from the optunality. Accorduig to this table, t^ =1.5 years but 

the transportation tune (^3) is varied to be 0.1875 year which is /? = 0.125. It resuhs ui a 

cost deviation of approxunately 2.1%. Also we can see that the deviation of the 

transportation tune t^ does not significantly affect the model from the optunality. 
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Table 15. The resuhs of the sensitivity analysis of transportation period (ts) parameter on 
equation (42), where t^ = ht^. 

h 0125 0.250 0.500 0.750 1.000 1.250 1.500 

g~jii/g*.jj 1.276 1.257 1.203 1.121 1.000 0832 0.609 

JATRC(g~j) L021 1.019 1.012 1.005 1.000 l.Oll 1.079 

JATRC(g*jjj) 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

Conclusion 

In this thesis, we have studied the buyer-vendor area of the supply chaui 

management problem. We mauily focused on the jouit economic lot size for the buyer 

and vendor model. There are many models which recently extended Banerjee's JELS. 

Banerjee's (1986), showed that his model worked for a suigle product, single buyer and 

suigle vendor. He showed great savuigs with his model. 

However, we found some problems with the pipeluie uiventory cost. Banerjee did 

not uiclude the pipeluie cost in his model and no one bears responsibility for this cost. So 

we extended his model with this pipeline uiventory cost which was defined as the holduig 

cost duruig the detivery period. We added this pipeline cost to his total relevant cost for 

both the buyer and vendor. By combuiuig the total relevant cost of the buyer and total 

relevant cost of the vender, we got the joint total relevant cost. After we took a 

derivertive with respect to Q and set it equal to zero, we got the joint economic quanthy, 

which can be used jouitly between the buyer and vendor to optunize the costs for both 

sides. 
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Contributions 

As a consequence of this research, we have contributed improvements over the 

previous studies ui these areas: 

1. More workable model with an extension to the pipeline uiventory cost. 

2. More accurate cost and order quantity by applyuig the actual purchase cost and 

actual production cost concept. 

Future Research 

We have studied the buyer-vendor area of the supply chain management. The fiiture 

research that we would like to do ui the near future are listed below: 

1. We want to relax the suigle vendor and suigle buyer assumption to muhi buyers and 

muhi vendors, which will make the model more workable. 

2. We will study other supply chaui management problems, which are uiventory-

distribution, and production-distribution problems. 
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